ANNIHEATOR DOMINATION

ANMIHILATOR DOMINATION
In this chapter, we defme a new parameter on domination

called the Annihilator dominating set and Annihilator dorninatine,
number.
Dejinilion :4.1

A dominating set

D of a graph G is said to be an

annihilator dominating set, if its induced subgraph

CV- D>

is a

graph containing only isolated vertices.

The annihilator domination number y,(G) of G is the
cardinality of an annihilator dominating set 0 )
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Illustration :

Annihilator dominating set D {2,3,4,5)
1
b

The induced subgraph a-Dof
, O is a graph with hktd vdcce.

This concept has very wide applications in real liFs situations.
We list below three important applications among the several
applications of annihilator dominating set.

APPLICATION- 1 :
In the field of agriculture, control of pests plays a majar role.

Several pests interact among themselves, resulting in the large scale
production of pests causing wide spread damage to the agricu~turc
products.

The one reasonable solution to this problem will be to isolate
the pests, so that the interaction among the members of pest
complex is prevented and it is easy for the agriculturists to
eliminate the isolated types of the pests. We identified the network
of the several types of pests as a graph with a vertex in the graph
being a specific types of the pest and the other pests with which this
type will interact denoting the adjacency of the graph.

The problem reduces to the following : We remove a set: of
vertices in the graph such that the induced sub gnaph <V

- D>

contains only a set of independent vertices.
Which implies finding the annihilator dominating set of graph G.
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APPLICATION 3
The Bacterial Virus of different varieties interact among
themselves to produce diseases in an epidemic form causing
devastating damage to human life. It is possible to eliminate this
type of viruses by identifying c h n specificviruses, elimination of
which will result in isolation ofthe varieties of the viruses and OXKC
these viruses are isolated, it is easy to eliminate them by wing the
appropriate vaccination.

In terms of graph theory, this problem is that in a graph each
vertex of which represent a virus variety and the edges adjacent
with this vertex represent the other viruses with which this variety
of viruses will interact. We have to identify an annihilator
dominating set D in this graph so that the induced subgraph <V-D>
is a set of isolated vertices.

APPLICATI~N3

In requirements of the Depment of Defence, it is obsened
that be strength of a unit in operation depends on the strength of

the interaction of the several camps for the supply of csmtiai

armaments, weapons d essential commoditieb The problrm for
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the enemy side will be to eliminate certain posts or camps resulting
in the collapse of the channels of interaction among the camps.

In Graph Theoretic model, the network of the camps of the
unit represents a Graph with its vertex set as the set of camps and

the channels with which each camp interacts is the adjancy of a
vertex with the vertices in the graph.

The probiem is to identify a set of vertices D in the graph, so
that the removal of the vertex set D should help in the resulting
graph of the induced sub graph <V-D>to be a graph with a set of

isolated vertices only.

We now obtain several results on the annihilator dominating
set and its relation with the other domination parameters.

From the definition, the following result is an immediate
consequence,

.

Tireorem 4.2 : In a graph G, y (G) 5 y, (G) 5 y,

(G)

We now obtain the annihilator domination number of some

standard waphs.

Theorem 4.3 : If K,is a complete bipartite graph, with 22 rwin,
then ya(K ,I = m

Proofi If (X, Y)be the bi-partition of the graph K,,,

with

1x1= m

and /Y(= n

The removal of the m vertices in X will render the resulting
graph 4 - X > to be an independent set of n vertices only. It can
be easily seen that the set X is an annihilator dominating set of

minimum cardinality.
Thus

ya (Km,n)

=

1x1 = m

Theorem 4.4 : If P, is a path on n-vertices,

then

y,(P,)

=

[ n / 21 ; where [XI represents the

greatest integer less than or equal to X ,

Proof: The removal of the alternate vertices in the path P, will
result in the induced sub graph of the remaining vertices to be a set

of isolated vertices.

Hence y,(P,) = [ n 1 21.

~ c o r e mR 5 If S,, is a star on n-vertices, then y, (Q = I .

Proof: If v is the vertex of degree r I in S, .
Then D,= {v), will be the annihilator dominating set of S,.
Also

Da is the annihilator dominating

set of minimum

cardinality.

Hence y, (S,) = I .

It is easily to deduce the following results.

Theorem 4.6 If W, is a wheel on n-vertices,
then

( n/2 + I ;If
-.-("'I)

2

n iseven

;if n isodd

Now we have obtained tlic following result on a cycle.

meorem 4.7 : If C, is a cycle on n-vertices,
then y, (G)= b12l ;where 1x1 represents the smallest integer 2 x+

We have obtained the following rcsult on a tree.

'

?3eutcm 4.8 : If T is a tree on n-vertices with p' pendent v n t i c a

(v 2 3), then ydT) 5 n - p.

Proof: Consider the set D of all vertices v in T

Such thatthedelyee(v) r 1 that i s D - ( v E T d(v)r I } .

Then the set D is certainly a dominating set of T and further it
is alsd an annihilator dominating set. The induced sub graph
< V - D> is a set of independent vertices, which is the set af the p

pendent vertices of the tree T.
Thus IDI=n-p
Hence y, (T) 5 n - p.

Now we obtain an interesting expression for annihilator
domination number of a graph G, in tenns of split domination
number and domination number.

T h e m 4.9 : Far any graph G

, y.(G)

2 y,(G) +

2 y (G1),
16.

where G,'s are the components of CV-D$, D,being the split
dominating set of G of minimum cardinality,

13.0bf;.

k
t G be a graph with vcrw sot

v (G)= { v,, v,. ............v,).
If D,is the split dominating sct of minimum cardinality of G,
then the removal of 9vemces will mult in the induced sub graph

<V - Dp to be a disconnected p p h widr atleast two components,
Let GI,GI ...........Q be the nontrivial components with
atleast two vertices in the <V - D
).
Case 1 :- If each Gi is a component with exactly two v d c q

Then it can be seen that, the split dominating set R togetha with
the dominating sets of each of these components Q,GI

B

+

..,,,...

+

G,will be the annihilatordominating set of minimumcardinality,

-

Hence in this case y,(G) y. (G)+

f, y (6,)
.
).I

Case 2:- If some componenb ''Q" of <V

- D?

have mom than

two vertices, then for the annihilator dominating aet ,we rrsquie the

vertices of split dominating set of G, dominating W of etch
components G and some more vmicer when ever necmivy in ereh

.

component G Hence in this my,@)
2 (6)
+
Therefore combining the two caseswe conclude thst

~'(0)
2 7' (0)+ 9 Y {Gi)

Y (GI)
H

a

Fig. 43

v (G)= { 1121314,516)

-

D, (6) I193151
V-D, {2,4,6)
let G,be the only non trivial component of <V-D,> joining kxactiy two vmiw 2,4

If

D,= ( 1,2,3,511

Illustntio~:
G':

Let GI be the non trivial component of

<V-q>

joining thm vertices 2,4,5

and G,be the another non trivial component of cV-D,>joining exactly two vcrticcs

-

Here y (G,) I a d y (G,) I . But for the annihilatordominating set, we have to
2

remove one more vertex from the component of Ci in addition to the dominating
set. So that if D,={1,2,3,4,6,71

G
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(j ANNIHILATOR DOMINATION OF PRODUCT GRAPHS

In this chapter, we obtain the annihilator dominating sets and

expressions for annihilator domination number of some product
graphs defined earlier in chapter 2 that is h m the definitions 2.2,
2.10 & 2.14.

The procedure to obtain the annihilator dominatin~sot of a

product graph is an extension of the procedure of finding a split
domination set D,of the product graph and then in the induced sub
graph <V-D?, we should eliminate all the remaining edges and
thus
YP

(GI(k) GI]= yr [GI (k) G! 1+ Y [<V- De'I

For obtaining the annihilator domination numbcr of a
Kronecker product graph, we first prove the following lemma

Lemma 4.10

If GI and G2are finite graphs without isalatcd vertices,
then GI (k) G2is a finite graph without isolated vertices.

Prof: Since GI and GIarc finite graphs, it follows that 0 ,(k) G, is
&m a finite graph. By definition 2.2 since 01,
O2 do not have
ipnl ted vertices

deg

, (ui) t 0

deg ,

(v,)

#

for any i and also

o for any j .

Thus deg ,,,, ,

*

(u,.v,) 0

for any i and j (by thconm 2.3).

So Gl(k)G2 do not have any isolated vertices,
The following result is an immediate consequence.

Theorem 4.11

(j)

IVO,~,~, ImIv~.IIS, 1
%

61) IE.,,,~,Ja 281~o,I. / ~ d
Now

we obtain an upper bound for the annihilator

domination number of Gl(k)G2 in terms of the annihilator
domination numbers of GIand GI.

Theorem 4.12: If GIili~dGt are my two graphs without isolated

vertices, then y,[(G\ (k) Gdl 5 min [y, (GI)
. IVZI, (VII. y,(Gz)lI

h o o f : Let GIbe a graph with pl vertices and Glbc a gnph
with pl vertices.

Let Dl= { hl,
q2,
... qj be an annihilator dominating set of

minimum cardinality of GIand 4 = {

vdl, VQ,

...+..v4}be an

annihilatordominating set of minimum cardinality of G2.
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Now in the p d u c t graph G,(k) GI consider the set of vutim,
' I =

(

'I),

t%, vl),

(4,
v'
2 ) I . s m ~ ~ (his
s.
vp$

a),.

..(ud*,

..........................,a,.

(q,
~11,(q,
v2),..-

vpJ,

I . , . . . . . .

(br,vpJ}

Since Dl is an annihilator dominating set of GI,the removal of Dl
vertices in GI will result in the induced sub graph <VI - Dl>to be

a set of independent vertices.

D, is a dominating set ofGl(k)Gt.
For, if (u.v) is any vertex of cV-D,> in Gl(k)G2, then
adjacent with at least one vertex in (udl, ud2...........ud,},

u is

as this is

the dominating set of G,being its annihilator dominating set.

Suppose v is adjacent with some vertex vk in G2 (certainly therc:
exists at least one vertex vk in G2,Since Gzha$ no isolated
vertices), then (u, v) is adjacent with

(t+,

vk) in D,.

Thus D, is a dominating set.
Further this is also an annihilator dominating set.

This can be established as ~ O ~ ~ O W S :
We know that Dl is an annihilator dominating set of GIand

-

the induced sub asaph <Vi DIP is an empty graph,
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Let Ui,

be any two va(ica in cV,-Dl>. Thy am isolated

-

vertices of <VI Dl>,
If (ul, V I ) and (u?, V?) are any two vertices in 4 - D , > ,

*

then UI,u2 %, for any i.
. As all the vertices of

GI(k) G2whose Rrst coordinates an:

vertices in Dl are removed by virtue of the removal of D,.
It follows that ul, u2 are not adjacent and consequently (ul,v~)
and (UZ,v2) are not adjacent in <V - D,>.

Thus D, is an annihilator dominating set of GI(k) 02.

similarly, by the same argument we can prove that the set of
vertices,

Dd = { (ul, vdl), (~2,vdl)..~....-(~p,, vdl)t

..................I...

lull vdJ,

I,...........,.,.,.

(~2,

~d,)......'(up,*vdJ

is also an annihilator dominating set of GI(k) Gz.

Thus it follows that
y, [ Gt(k)G2] 5 min [ IRI, ID8
=;

min [y,(Gt).IVzI, IVt1. ya(G2)l

HW y, [ Gl@)G2] 5 min [Y,(GI).(V2111V11. YAG)I

U.

G,:

G,: vs

u.

U,

Annihilator dominating set
ofG,=(u19u,)andY,(Gl)=2

"1

av3
"2

Annihilator dominatirq sct
of G,=(v,,v,,vJ and Y, (0,)= 3

D,is an annihilator dominating set, since <V-Da%is a set of iwlatud
vertices.

Da' is also an annihilator dominating act.
1D,'~=lVll.y,(G,)m4.3m12
Y, [G, CK) Gzl 5 min [ IDJ,lD,'l
min (10, 12) 10
r,fo,(K)GJS 10

-

I

We now obtain an uppr bound for an annihilator domidng

set of G1(L)G2
Theorem 4.13: If GIand G2are any two graphs without isolated

vertices,

Then Y, [GIO-.)G~I5

(GI) . IV21 + IVII. y,(Ga) - Y&I)

~a(G2)

Proofi Let GIbe a graph with p1vertices and G2be a graph with
vertices
V ( G I ) = ( u , , u ........
~
......,..t+I}

- V I ~d

V (GI)
= {v,, v2.................,vq) = V Isay

Let Dl = ( ud,, ud2........ q) be WBannihilator dominating set of
GI and D2= { vdl, vd2............v4) be b annihilator dominating

set of G2
Now to obtain an annihilator dominating set of GI(L) G2 ~t

proceed as follows :
Consider the set of vertices

D=

{(hi, vl), (ht,v2).. .....*...-(4,,~
Pz1,
(&$,v,),

(y,.vz).. .

( ~ 4vP$*
.

........................................
(~a, VI),

(y,v~)...*.,.*..*.(u~,JvpJJ8

D is a domitlrmtins set of GI(L)G2.
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For, if (u,v) is a vertex of GI(L)G,, ha u is adjacent with some
veflex in DI = ( r,,h2,... uq), since Dlis thc mihilltor
dominating set of GI.

.

For the sake of definiteness, let u be adjacent with uq for lome i.
Now v in G2 is adjacent with some vertex v, in G2,as Ga if a
simple graph without isolated vertices
Thus the vertex (u, v) in GI(L)G2 is adjacent with (uq, vi)

However, the removal of this dominating set fmm GI(L) Gz

will give us the set of vertices V

- D , whew V is vertex

sct

of

GI&)G2.

The induced sub graph <V-D> is not an independent set of
vertices. For, the removal of set of vertices of R enableis only the
elimination of the adjacency in the product graph, obtained by the
use of the first part of the definition (2.14) viz., wl, w2 e

GI(L) G2

are adjacent if ul u2 E E(G1).

To eliminate the adjacency of the product graph in the
remaining graph, we note that the adjacency will be due to the
second part of the definition (2.14) viz., wl, w2
adjacent if ul = u2 & VI

VIE

E (GI).

E

GI(L) GIare

For this purpose, we consider the set of vwtices

D'= { Ul, ~ d , ) . ( 4 vd,)
. .--..(up,.vd,),

.-.......*..

.........................

( u ~ ~ v d ) , ( ~ 2 , ~ d(uPItvd)}.
)....
Proceeding in the same process as above

we can prove that D' is also a dominating sct of GI(L)Ca
Thus if D, = D u D', then since both D and D' arc
dominating sets of GI (L) G2, D, is also a dominating set of
Gl(LP2.
More over D, is an annihilator dominating stt, because it
eliminates the adjacency an account of 2.14 (a) as well aa 2.14 (b)

-

between any two vertices in the induced rub graph < V (D u D'}>
Thus Y~IGI(L)G~I
2 1
41

=IDVD' 1
B U ~ I D U D ' I=

I D I + I D -~ II D ~ D ' I

= I D I + I D 'I / DXDZI
I
where I D I = ~ , ( G I )pz
. " 7,

(GI)IVai

1 D'I= PI*ydG3 " lV,l*~ 4 3 2 )

I Dlx 9
1 = rs = ya(Gl) .YXGZ)
HW

.

y11G~(L)G2]i 7. (GI)IV2l+ PI(.dO2) - 7. (GI). 7. ((32)

Ii

Illustration :

G

,

Annihilator dominating set of
GI = {u,, UJ = Dl
Y,( G, = 2 -ID,/

GI

Annihilator dominaling ser of
GI {vII VJ= Dn
Y,(O,)=~*ID,I
vjt
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D= {u1q~~{~,*V,,V3.\.V9vI)
=

{(u,sv,). (u,*vJ. (u1,v,). (uI>v*),
(u,*v,)* (uJ'vI) * ( U ~ ¶ V $ )(u3$v6)}
~
ID1 Y, (6,)
. P,I=2.6 12
{u,,uq,u,*u , h Iv,, v,, v,l

(u,*vJ*(u,.v,). (u,.v$*

( u ~ ¶ v ~ *

-

D'=

= { (upv,)t (uI,vI)t(uIsv3)t(%9vIi,(\av3)t (%,v,)* (%Qvt)*
(uJ~vj)*

(u3*v$*(u4*vI)V(u4*v$ (u49vj))
ID'( = IV,I .yl (G,) =4.3 = 12

D,= DUD'

= {(uIsvI)t(uI3v2),(uItvJ, (uI*v4)*
(uI*vL)t(uItvJ*($*'I)*

(u1,v3),(ulav$),(uJ*vI)t(uIvvI)*(u1rvJ*( u ~ ~ v J(uI'vJ*
8

(u3,vJ, (u49vI)*(U~PV))
* ('J4t~j)I

Daisan annihilator dominating set.
y,[ G,(L) G, I

5

IDJ
=

-

=

lkD0l
ID)+ ID') ID nD')
\Dl+ [D'I ID, x Di

-

124 12.6
18

y,[G,(L)G,IS 18

We now obtain an upperbound for the himgraph product
liw~h.

We observe that from the definitions (2.10) $ (2.14) that

GI(C)G2 is a sub graph of GI(L)G2. W t have the following mult
as an immediate consequence.

Theorem 4.14

If GI and GI are any two graphs without isolated vcrticcs,

-

then Y,[GI(C)G~I5 Y, (GI).IV:I + IVII .yl(G2) y1 (GI). ya(G2)B

Proof: To get an annillilator dominating set of the product graph
GI(C)G2, we proceed along the same lines as; in the previous

theorem (4.13) and it can be easily s
m that the set Dl as dcfmcd in
the previous theorem is an annihilator dominating set of GI (C)G2.

Annihilator dominating set of
GI = {u,, u,, uJ = D,
r,(Gl)=3=ID,I

Annihilator dominating set of
G, a Iv,, vJ " D1
Y,( O,)m 2 9 , I

"

{(u,"',), (~14
(uldl)s
).(u,,vJ. (4,~).(Y,,VI),(uPv,h (ultv,h

.

(u,,v,), (u,,v,) (u~.v,). (u,.vJ)

ID1 =
D'=
=

y,

(G,). IV,I = 3.4 = 12

Iu,,u~,u,, u4,uJJx {vI1vIJ
(u,'~,),(U,~V,)~
(u2.v,), (u2,vI), (uPvI), (uI.vJ, (u4~v,),Iu,'vJt

Dais an annihilator dominating set.
y8[G,(C)G21

5

*

u.[G,~C)G21 5 16

IDJmIhD'l
ID1 + 1D'J \DnD'I
ID1 + lo'l ID, x D,1

-

12.t 10-6
16

